


Draw a map of the world



Maps lie



The map, not the territory

“...In that Empire, the craft of Cartography attained such Perfection
that the Map of a Single province covered the space of an entire City,
and the Map of the Empire itself an entire Province. In the course of
Time, these Extensive maps were found somehow wanting, and so
the College of Cartographers evolved a Map of the Empire that was of
the same Scale as the Empire and that coincided with it point for
point. Less attentive to the Study of Cartography, succeeding
Generations came to judge a map of such Magnitude cumbersome,
and, not without Irreverence, they abandoned it to the Rigours of sun
and Rain. In the western Deserts, tattered Fragments of the Map are
still to be found, Sheltering an occasional Beast or beggar; in the
whole Nation, no other relic is left of the Discipline of Geography.”

Borges, J.L. From Travels of Praiseworthy Men (1658) by J. A. Suarez Miranda (a fictional
reference)





Mercator‘s projection
Created at a time when navigators were sailing on the oceans, it was particularly useful because
straight lines on his projection were lines of constant compass bearing.



Africa is 11.6 million miles2

Greenland is 0.8 million miles2



The Peters Projection
Image source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Gall-peters.jpg





Maps comfort



A B



Lost at Sea

He had brought a large map
Representing the sea

Without the least vestige of land
And the crew were much pleased

When they found it to be
A map they could all understand

Lewis Carroll, The Hunting of the Snark



Maps make



Maps aid the production of
space



Representations of Space

“Which might equally be thought of as discourses on
space; the discursive regimes of analysis, spatial and
planning professions and expert knowledges the
conceive of space.”
Rob Shields, Lefebvre, Love and Struggle

The conscious codifications (the realm of mapping and
drawing) of space that provide understandings
necessary for spatial practice to take place.

“this is space as conceived, as ‘the concept without life’”
(Borden et al 2002:7)

Image Source: John and Melanie Kotsopoulos (http://www.flickr.com/photos/melanieandjohn/67092737/)



Constructing our Identities

Maps work as a cultural, political and epistemological activity
in defining a countries identity. In the case of the British
Empire; the cartographic language acted as a means to
connect disparate continents, languages, time zones, cultures
and modes of social organisation:

“it points to itself through the very act of pointing to the
world.”
Denis Wood, The Power of Maps, 1993



Ravenously Rational

“I demand, I insist, that everything around me shall
henceforth be measured, tested, certified, mathematical, and
rational. One of my tasks must be to make a full survey of the
island, its distances and its contours, and incorporate all these
details in an accurate surveyor’s map. I should like every plant
to be labeled, every bird to be ringed, every animal to be
branded. I shall not be content until this opaque and
impenetrable place, filled with secret ferments and malignant
stirrings, has been transformed into a calculated design,
visible and intelligible to its very depths!”

Michel Tournier, Friday or The Other Island



“whatever-is-not-here-present-to-our-senses-now”

Denis Wood, The Power of Maps, 1993



Land area map
Image Source: http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/



Total population map
Image Source: http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/



Wealth map
Image Source: http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/



Cholera deaths map
Image Source: http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/



Alcohol consumption map
Image Source: http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/



Maps control



The Power of Maps

“Geography (at the level of semiotics) is a powerful and
persuasive language in masking difference and producing
unity.”
Irit Rogoff, Terra Infirma, 2000

Maps make property, they even make the law – they create the
borders to demarcate who are the privileged and who are not.

In the ‘authoring’ of maps – that is in the act of drawing a
representation of a space or a spatial relationship – there are
implicit power relations.



Image source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Derry_mural.jpg by Zubro, 2003



Image source: Lisa Scheer (http://www.flickr.com/photos/lisascheer/291055788/)



Who authors maps and for
what reason?



What exactly are they
mapping?



What does it mean to be ‘un-
homed’ or ‘removed from the

map’?



What power structures does
this particular classification of

space construct?



Maps work





Timetravel by Oskar Karlin (http://www.oskarlin.com/2005/11/29/time-travel/)



Timetravel by Oskar Karlin (http://www.oskarlin.com/2005/11/29/time-travel/)



Maps talk



The Semiotics of Cartography

Denis Wood reads maps (after Roland Barthes) as a complex
set of codes in 4 levels:

The iconic (places, data, systems)

The linguistic (the act of naming and ownership)

The tectonic (spatial relations: scale, dimensionality)

The presentational (the representational system in which
these are embodied)



The Great Bear by Simon Patterson



The Great Bear
by Simon Patterson

• Through placing and naming, associations take place
• End of progressive narrative, ‘symbolic exchange and

death’
• From a useful commodity (the tube map) into a fantasy

ride of ghostly heroes
• Intertextuality; reading one system of signs through

another.
• Un-framing two knowledge structures: location & division

of human activity
• Synchronic & diachronic - question each other’s

assumptions

Source: Irit Rogof, Terra Inferma, 2000



Intertextuality

Along the (tube) lines an “odd progression” takes place – one
outside of traditional readings of maps (and logic). At
moments (or stations) where names meet in communication –
when Sid James and Friedrich Nietzsche meet, “narratives,
hierarchies and categories get inverted and undone” (Rogoff,
2000)

Where intertextuality meets the semiotic analysis of the
commodity.



Maps imagine



Daniel K. Wallingford, A New Yorker’s Idea of the United States of America c.1939 (From Harman, You are Here, 2004)



John Held Jr., Map of Americana, 1928 (From Harman, You are Here, 2004)



Nina Katchadourian,
Austria, 1997

(From Harman,
You are Here, 2004)



The Road to Success,
Artist and date unknown

(From Harman,
You are Here, 2004)



Falls of Eternal Despair,
Artist Unknown 1895

(From Harman,
You are Here, 2004)



Langlands and Bell, 2002
Air Routes of Britian (Night)

(From Harman,
You are Here, 2004)



Tibor Kalman
Untitled, c.1980’s

(From Harman,
You are Here, 2004)



Maps revolt!



Surrealist Map of the World, 1929. Artist Unknown
From a special issue of Varietes, a Brussels-based magazine entitled “Le Surrealisme en 1929”



The political map

“Even more than patriotism - which is a quite commonplace hysteria,
though emptier and short-lived than most - we are disgusted by the
idea of belonging to a country at all, which is the most bestial and
least philosophic of the concepts to which we are subjected…
wherever Western civilisation is dominant, all human contact has
disappeared, except contact from which money can be made -
payment in hard cash”

Surrealist Declaration 1929 (Author unknown)



The transformative map

“All too often, mapping tends to be dismissed as a commanding,
hegemonic instrument.  Yet to persist in this position is to risk
producing a notion of mapping that is restricted, placed wholly in the
service of domination.  What remains obscured are the nuanced
representational edges of cartography, the diversity of cartographic
practices, and the varied potentials of different mapping processes,
including such tactics as transformative “partial” mappings, which
resist a univocal and totalizing vision.”

Giuliana Bruno, Atlas of Emotion, 2002: 207



Make maps, not tracings

“Make maps, not tracings. The map does not reproduce an
unconscious closed on itself; it constructs it.The map is open,
connectable in all its dimensions, and capable of being
dismantled; it is reversible, and susceptible to constant
modification. It can be torn, reversed, adapted to montages of
every kind, taken in hand by an individual, a group or a social
formation. It can be drawn on a wall, conceived of as a work of
art, constructed as a political action or as a
mediation.Contrary to a tracing, which always returns to the
“same”, a map has multiple entrances.”

 Deleuze & Guattari (1983) On the Line



My Maps



The new technological mirror

“assume[s] that it is technically possible to hold up a mirror to
the world and have direct and unproblematic access to
“reality” through a new spatial optics. The question of
representation, of regimes of truth and configurations of
power, knowledge and spatiality, is simply never allowed to
become a question.”

Gregory, D. (1994) Geographical Imaginations  pp66



Timetravel by Oskar Karlin (http://www.oskarlin.com/2005/11/29/time-travel/)




